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The CodeCombat AI League is uniquely both a 

competitive AI battle simulator and education 

engine for learning real JavaScript and Python. ABOUT THE AI LEAGUE
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Harnessing CodeCombat’s 

powerful game engine with 

the convenience of a turnkey 

esports league. 
“

For both practice and finals arena competitions, 
each player programs their team of “AI Heroes” 
with code written in Python, JavaScript, C++, Lua, 
or CoffeeScript. Their code informs the strategies 
their AI heroes will execute in a head-to-head battle 
against other competitors, to determine the best 
code and strategy to win.

Our esports league delivers all the best elements of 
esports competition with content that is fun to play 
(and fun to watch), including dynamic battles, 
segmented leaderboards, award shows, and spectating 
views of opposing players’ matches, which allows 
students to show off their impressive coding skills. 

Talk with us about our upcoming season 
at team@codecombat.com or learn 
more at codecombat.com/league.

We also include a complete competitive infrastructure, 
custom development options for organizations and 
schools, and roster management tools all built around 
our standards-aligned CS program. 

Students can participate in year-round league 
competition and in three seasonal championships.

WHY CODECOMBAT

End to End Solution

Unlike other esports platforms serving schools, we 
own the structure top to bottom. We own the game 
and the assets which means we’re not tied to any 
game developer or have issues with licensing. 

Pathway to Success

Unlimited Potential

The game platform fits into a regular computer 
science curriculum, so as students play through the 
game levels, they’re actually learning coding and 
computer science skills they’ll use for the tournament. 

Our tournament structure is adaptable to any 
environment or use case so students can participate 
during regular learning, play at home asynchronously, 
or participate on their own schedule. 

HOW DOES IT WORK

WHAT’S INCLUDED


